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Abstract. The Atomic Data and Analysis Structure (ADAS) Project is a shared activity
of a world-wide consortium of fusion and astrophysical laboratories directed at developing and
maintaining a common approach to analysing and modelling the radiating properties of plasmas.
The origin and objectives of ADAS and the organisation of its codes and data collections are
outlined. Current special projects in the ADAS Project work-plans are listed and an illustration
given of ADAS at work.

1 Introduction

ADAS had its origins at the JET Joint Undertaking experiment of the European fusion
programme. In 1984, it was decided to develop a substantial capability for modelling and
analysing radiating properties of atoms and ions in plasma in support of the very powerful
spectroscopic equipment to be installed at the experiment. A number of strategic decisions
were taken including identifying a level of sophistication in atomic modelling sufficient for
the long term future of the fusion programme, central maintenance of fundamental and
derived atomic data, precise and optimised interfacing to experimental diagnostic analysis
and quality control of theoretical plasma modelling data from the more testing environ-
ment of a very large experimental spectroscopy division. Under these guide lines, the
Atomic Data and Analysis Structure began and evolved into a professionally coded in-
teractive computational support system linking to virtually all spectroscopic diagnostic
and plasma modelling activities at JET. In the early nineties, there was a request from
a number of European fusion laboratories and solar astrophysics laboratories that ADAS
should be converted into a UNIX based system with IDL as its graphical interface. With
JET's support the ADAS Project was set up, funded by subscription of participant lab-
oratories and managed by the University of Strathclyde, to oversee the conversion over a
two year period from JET-ADAS to IDL-ADAS. The ADAS Project is now in a main-
tenance and on-going development phase under the guidance of a steering committee on
which all ADAS members are represented. Membership of the ADAS Project has now
increased from the original five to more than seventeen distributed throughout the world.

2 ADAS organisation

The Atomic Data and Analysis Structure (ADAS) is an interconnected set of computer
codes and data collections comprising three main components, namely, an interactive
system operated through a graphical user interface, a library of key subroutines, and a
very large database of fundamental and derived atomic data. The interactive part pro-
vides immediate display of important fundamental and derived quantities used in analysis
together with a substantial capability for preparation of derived data. It also allows ex-
ploration of parameter dependencies and diagnostic prediction of atomic population and
plasma models. The second part is non-interactive but provides a set of subroutines
which can be accessed from the user's own codes to draw in necessarv data from the
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derived ADAS database. The database spans most types of data required for fusion and
astrophysical application. The ADAS codes are organised into the seven series shown in
table 1. ADASl is concerned with examining fundamental, that is essentially individual

Table 1: ADAS code series

Series Content
ADASl Entry and validation of fundamental atomic data
ADAS2 Excited state populations of ions in a plasma
ADAS3 Charge exchange related emission
ADAS4 Recombination, ionisation and radiated power
ADAS5 General interrogation programs
ADAS6 Data analysis programs
ADAS7 Creating and Using Dielectronic Data

Table 2: Some ADAS data formats. The size of the database is ~500Mbytes.

Format Content
adfOl bundle-n and bundle-nl charge exchange cross-sections
adfO4 resolved specific ion data collections
adfO9 direct resolved dielectronic recombination coefficients
adfll iso-nuclear master files
adfl2 charge exchange effective emission coefficients
adfl3 ionisation per photon coefficients
adfl5 photon emissivity coefficients
adf20 G(Te) functions
adf21 effective beam stopping coefficients
adf22 effective beam emission coefficients
adf31 feature archives

reaction, data. This is to be distinguished from the composite effects of many processes
which are the subject of most of the rest of ADAS. ADAS2 is concerned with evaluating,
within a generalised collisional-radiative framework, excited populations of specific ions
in a plasma environment and then their radiation emission. It relies on availability of
a reaction rate data collection for the ion in the ADAS database although ADAS2 has
some provision for generating an approximate collection of sach data when this is not so.
ADAS3 is concerned with those situations in a plasma when charge transfer from neutral
hydrogen (or its isotopes) or neutral helium in beams is a primary mechanism. ADAS4 is
concerned with the ground and metastable populations of ions in a plasma and particu-
larly their preparation and calculation for dynamical plasma models. It therefore operates
with generalised collisional dielectronic recombination and ionisation coefficients, associ-
ated power loss coefficients and metastable fractions. ADAS5 provides a set of programs
for interrogating data collections in the fundamental and derived database. The data
classes addressed are those which have been found of particular importance for reduction
of calibrated observed data. ADAS6 series is concerned with analysis of spectral data.
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It includes implementation of the method of differential emission measure analysis, max-
imum likelihood spectral line fitting with full statistical analysis of errors and advanced
fitting codes for analysing special features in terms of plasma parameters. ADAS7 series
is dedicated to the fundamental calculation of dielectronic recombination, ionisation and
excitation/auto-ionisation data including their organisation for applications. Altogether
there are ~70 primary codes, IDL libraries of ~1000 subroutines and FORTRAN libraries
of ~1500 subroutines arranged in a hierarchical structure and maintained under SCCS
control. ADAS atomic modelling codes generally create data sets as well as normal graph-
ical and printed output. These files are structured according to the requirements of the
ADAS data base or for further ADAS programs.

There are 31 distinct data types in the ADAS databases. Each data set type has its
layout and content precisely described. The prescriptions are called ADAS data formats
or adfs and must be rigidly adhered to in preparation of personal data for use by the
ADAS package. These formats apply both to fundamental and derived data. A subset is
shown in table 2. It has been helpful to plan the structure of the adfs in discussion with
fundamental producers in advance of substantive calculations.

All primary documentation, including manuals, tutorials, bulletins and datastatus,
is provided on the world-wide-web at http://patiala.phys.strath.ac.uk/adas with a mirror
site in the USA. Documentation is subject to periodic updating. The latest release of the
main idl-adas user manual (version 2.1) was distributed in April.

3 ADAS special projects

Following planning discussions at ADAS annual workshops, teams are established for spe-
cial projects. These small teams of three or four persons draw together special interests
and best expertise from the ADAS consortium and beyond. The projects are designed to
keep ADAS at the leading scientific edge of atomic physics and spectroscopy of plasmas
and to ensure that useful codes and fundamental and derived data for experiment mod-
elling and analysis enter the ADAS system for the benefit of all ADAS members. Current
projects are shown in table 3

Table 3: Some current ADAS special projects

Project Participants Objective
DR Project Badnell,Verner, Intermed. coupling state select. DR coeffts.

O'Mullane, Pindzola for ions of elements up to zinc aimed at
Griffin, Gorcyzca astrophysics and heavy species in fusion.

GCR Project Brooks, Dux, Complete generalised collisional-radiative
Jentschke, Lang, coeffts. for all light element to the highest
Mullane, Summers precision aimed at fusion and astrophysics.

xPaschen Project Korten, Hey, Extended spectral fitting including Zeeman/
Mertens, Martin Paschen-Back multiplet feature primitives.

He-beam Project Hoekstra, Anderson Metastable resolved beam stopping & emission
Brix, Menhart coeffts. for slow and fast helium beams as un-

relaxed edge and quasi-relaxed deep probes.



4 ADAS at work
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Figure 1: adas216 processing screen showing the He°(ls3p3P) population error.

The detailed explanation of the scientific basis of the various ADAS codes is beyond
the scope of this article. The extended formulation is given in the IDL-ADAS manual and
in published works. Specialized codes often have their origin in the work and programs of
a particular participant in the ADAS Project who advises on improvements and updates
to the codes and on their scientific content and best use (for example, basic spectral fitting
[adasGOl], Brooks et al. (1999); opacity and escape factors [adas214], Behringer (1997);
sensitivity analysis [adas216], O'Mullane, 1999; dielectronic recombination and postpro-
cessing [adaslOl, adas702], Badnell (1997). Precision and sensitivity are key issues for
ADAS as a guide to realistic use of derived data in experiment analysis and in the target-
ting of expensive fundamental reaction calculations wisely. It is appropriate to illustrate
the appearance of interactive ADAS with the processing screen of adas216 as it builds a
cumulative statistical error half-width estimate for an excited population in a plasma in
the collisional-radiative regime from accuracy information contained in the source adfO4
data set of fundamental reaction rates. The mode of operation is Monte Carlo sampling
within (assumed) Gaussian error distributions for the fundamental reactions and then
repeated population calculations. Other modes for this code include creation or modifi-
cation of the fundamental data 'error block' r,i;d the isolation of the error contributed by
each fundamental process to the total error.
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